NOTIFICATION OF CONSTRUCTION CRANE DELIVERY AND ASSEMBLY FOR THE CAMPBELL SPORTS CENTER CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT A CONSTRUCTION CRANE WILL BE ARRIVING ON SITE BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 6:00 AM, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 2011 AND 9:00 PM, SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 2011

WEST 218th STREET FROM BROADWAY TO PARK TERRACE WEST WILL BE CLOSED TO TRAFFIC AND PARKING FROM 10:00 PM FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 2011 TO 10:00PM, SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 2011

Why is the Construction Crane being delivered on a Saturday?

The Department of Transportation (DOT) has granted approval for delivery and assembly of the construction crane for Saturday and Sunday November 12 & 13, 2011. DOT normally grants approval of delivery of this equipment for weekends only. The delivery location is 505 West 218th Street between Broadway and Park Terrace West.

Where will the Construction Crane be pieced together?

The construction crane will arrive on site in parts on 18 (eighteen) flat bed trucks. With the aid of a smaller assist crane, the parts will be fitted together to form the construction crane. This assembly process normally takes 12 to 14 hours and will take place on West 218th Street with some staging to occur on West 218th Street. Flagmen will be on site to ensure safety to all pedestrians and vehicular traffic.

Where will the Construction Crane be located and how long will it be on site?

The final location of the construction crane will be on the southern edge of the construction site, partially on the sidewalk and street. The crane is expected to be on site until the completion of the superstructure phase in February 2012.

All Inquiries, concerns and complaints are to be addressed to

The Construction Help Line (212) 854-2222